Singapore 8th January 2019

Zomato partners with eat2eat to create a seamless table reservation experience at
selected Marriott International’s restaurants for users
Earlier today eat2eat and Zomato announced a wide-ranging partnership to create
greater flexibility for diners making reservations at Marriott International’s restaurants,
across the Middle East. Diners can now access a large selection of restaurants and
lounges at Marriott International hotels, in real time, across the Zomato network and
will be powered by the eat2eat table management software - MaRc, at restaurants that
support both the partners.
Speaking on the partnership, Vikram Aggarwal, CEO, eat2eat said, "We are delighted
to be partnering with Zomato - one of the most innovative restaurant search and
discovery platform globally; and we look forward to offering our clients and customers
greater choices, as they make their dining plans."
“We have spent the last decade building for better convenience and seamless dining
experiences for all users. We are delighted to partner with eat2eat to provide greater
convenience, real-time access and faster confirmation while reserving tables across an
array of premium restaurants at the Marriott International hotels listed on our platform,
from around the world,” added Gaurav Gupta, COO, Zomato.
About Zomato
Zomato is a restaurant search and discovery app, providing in-depth information for
over 1 million restaurants across 24 countries. Zomato is used by consumers globally to
discover, rate, and review restaurants, as well as create their own personal networks of
fellow food enthusiasts for trusted recommendations.
In addition to restaurant search and discovery, Zomato has expanded its offering to –
Online Ordering, Table Reservations, and subscription-based programs like Zomato
Gold, creating cutting-edge technology to connect restaurant businesses and
customers in ways that will revolutionize the restaurant industry.
About eat2eat
eat2eat is the largest independent technology provider to the dining industry focusing
on enterprise solutions for the leading hotel groups world-wide. Its cloud-based
software (branded MaRc) is used by leading hotels across the globe. With offices in
Tokyo, Dubai, Beijing, Pune, Munich and Singapore, eat2eat p serves more than 15,000
clients in over 40 countries and 185 locations. For more information on eat2eat, please
www.eat2eat.com.
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